
READING WRITING AND ARITHMETIC ALBUM

Reading, Writing and Arithmetic is the debut studio album by English alternative rock band The Sundays. It was
released in the United Kingdom on Rough Trade .

That period of life when everything seems possible and in contrast, there seem to be no new frontiers to
conquer. The Sundays displayed an unending confident smartness that had seemed to have leeched out of the
UK music scene of the time. The Sundays' influence is found in, of all places, Japanese indie rock, where
groups like The Pillows, Advantage Lucy, and Soutaisei Riron owe a lot of their guitar stylings and melodic
sensibility to the band. It is an engaging clever song. Those first vocals were all you needed to indicate you
were in for something special. Curiously, Mike Kinsella, in speaking about American Football, cited the band
as an influence, in spirit if not exactly in style. The two best known tracks on Reading, Writing And
Arithmetic are the singles Can't Be Sure and Here's Where The Story Ends, and two decades later these remain
the best examples of The Sundays' appeal with their instant, breezy hooks and delicate, shuffling rhythms. If
you choose to use this review on your site please link back to this page. David Gavarin's guitar playing is the
other highlight of the album. Only Harriet and David could turn this song about rationalizing our neurotic tics
into a thing of such beauty that it is timeless. In a very short period of time, The Sundays went from unknown
on the dive bar circuit to a band on the fast track to fame. With the release of their debut album Reading,
Writing And Arithmetic, The Sundays received a flurry of euphoric reviews comparing the London quartet to
The Smiths, and it's fair to say that David Gavurin builds his songs around the same peculiarly British
melancholy yet achingly pretty guitar jangle immortalised by Johnny Marr. The song contains a Roald Dahl
feel, the dastardly secret thrill of naughtiness. They decided to put the band on hiatus to raise their family, but
they are still writing, so who knows what the future holds. The song itself examines our inner embarrassments
and habits, from talking to ourselves to reading horoscopes on the lav. Its distance from the cynicism and
detachment of modern independent music make Reading, Writing, and Arithmetic an album that's
immediately charming in its honesty and appreciation of simple beauty. My Finest Hour illustrated the small
victories of life that most of us can identify with, in this case finding a pound in the underground, and fearing
that it may be the high point of life. A Certain Someone is a daydream of sorts that many of us use to get us
through our day. Though The Sundays were sometimes dismissed for being derivative of artists like The
Smiths or The Cocteau Twins, the aspiring indie band girl vocalist would end up sounding much fresher by
taking some influence from Wheeler's style rather than the likes of Kim Deal or Kim Gordon. Though
Wheeler and Gavarin tended to get most of the attention, the rhythm section deserves compliments as well. It
questioned where conformity gets you in the end as your driven barking mad by the inanity of it all. The
Sundays never again recaptured the heights of their debut record, fading slowly into obscurity as the world
they inhabited gave way to the brash, confident swagger of Britpop.


